Nobody knows Northwest Irrigation like Ernst. We have 60 years of experience in the field. We are familiar with and have made repairs on almost every piece of irrigation equipment commercially available.

We know what works and what doesn’t, and we have established a reputation for technical knowledge and outstanding service.

*EHCO Hard Hose Travelers*
Designed and manufactured in the Northwest for the Northwest.
Will a hard hose traveler designed for an agricultural producer work for a municipality? Not necessarily. Based on our 60 years of experience, Ernst Irrigation has designed their travelers with features and options that allow us to customize a machine to fit specific needs. We work WITH our customers, and have asked many of them for their participation in designing out systems. The results have been well worth the effort. Clearly, there are many advantages to buying an EHCO hard hose traveler. Since our equipment is manufactured right here in the Northwest, using standard components, service is easily provided. All parts are available close by, and we can assist you immediately if you need help. What’s more, our travelers utilize a simple drive system. They’re easy to operate and maintain. Each EHCO model comes equipped with a 270-degree turntable, allowing you to irrigate larger areas without moving the unit repeatedly. Plus our units are operable with both fresh water and waste and waste water.

**EHCO 125—Frame IV**

**Standard Features Include:**

- 4.0 I.D. (125 MM hose) with lengths up to 1500’
- John Deere 4045T/F290 Engine w/ Cornell 3RB booster pump
- Variable sprinkler retraction rates
- Simple level wind mechanism for smooth hose layout
- Adjustable self leveling skid or wheeled gun cart
- Medium density polyethylene hose
- Nelson SR150 slow reverse big gun
- Hydraulic gearbox with PTO capability
- Power spades and cart pickup
- Manual turntable
- Double axle
- Height 12’1”
- Width 9’2”
- Length 27’ with cart
- Weight 13,000 without booster

**EHCO Options Include:**

- Computerized Controls
- Purge Pumps
- Low pressure cut out
- Perkins 1104C-44 engine w/ Berkeley B3JQBM pump
- Power Turntable
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St. Paul, OR